Educational systems have a natural hierarchical structure, with students nested within classrooms, which are themselves nested within schools, which are themselves nested within districts, and so on. Evaluation researchers often use these natural groupings of individuals into clusters when conducting field experiments.
Although many experimental designs have been developed (see Kirk, 1995) , the two most widely used experimental designs in education research are variants of one of the two basic designs: the cluster randomized (CR) design and the randomized block (RB) design. The CR design uses clusters as the unit of random assignment. Hence, in the CR design, all individuals within a given cluster receive the same treatment. The RB design instead uses clusters as blocks, so that units are randomly assigned to treatments within clusters. For reasons of statistical efficiency, among other reasons, researchers usually aim for an equal number of units within each block to be allocated to each treatment. I shall use the term randomized block to refer to a design where an equal number of subjects is randomly assigned to each treatment within each cluster.
In some instances, the nature of the particular program being evaluated dictates a CR design. For instance, a whole-school reform logically must be implemented in an entire school. However, in many cases, the nature of the intervention is such that a researcher planning a field trial could contemplate using either a CR design or a RB design.
According to the terminology used in this article, the unit within the educational hierarchy that defines ''clusters'' and ''units within clusters'' will depend on the particular educational intervention being evaluated and the statistical model hypothesized by the researcher. For instance, a study of a professional development effort might consider schools as clusters, in which case the design decision would involve deciding between a CR design where all teachers within a given school are assigned to receive or not receive professional development and an RB design where different teachers within each school are assigned to receive professional development. As a different example, an evaluation of an individualized tutoring program at a single school might regard classrooms as clusters and the design decision would involve deciding between randomly assigning all students eligible for tutoring within a given classroom to an experimental or control condition or randomly assigning some students within a given classroom to the experimental group and some to the control group.
One argument frequently advanced in favor of the CR design is its potential to minimize contamination effects (Donner & Klar, 2000) . The phenomenon of contamination is also variously referred to as leakage (Plewis & Hurry, 1998) , spillover effects (Bloom, 2005) , or treatment diffusion (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002) . Contamination occurs when interaction between individuals randomly assigned to different treatment conditions causes some individuals to receive features of a treatment to which they were not assigned. For instance, if an intervention that is designed to reduce dropout rates by increasing engagement with school is delivered to some at-risk children but not others within a given school, it is possible that the children not receiving the intervention will also have their engagement with school increased as a result of the increased engagement of their peers.
The ability of CR designs to minimize contamination by ensuring greater physical separation between individuals receiving different treatments is often cited as a reason for preferring a CR design to an RB design (Raudenbush, 1997; Raudenbush, Martinez, & Spybrook, 2007) . The literature contains statements such as ''the cluster randomized design is the most appropriate design for implementation research as it minimizes the potential for contamination across trial groups'' (Campbell, Mollison, & Grimshaw, 2001, p. 396) and ''randomizing schools is . . . the design of choice for evaluating classroom-level innovations, if they are likely to 'spillover' within schools from treatment classrooms to control classrooms'' (Bloom, Richburg-Hayes, & Black, 2007, p. 30) . Commenting on published justifications for adopting a CR design, Donner and Klar (2000) find that a desire to ''minimize or remove contamination'' is a ''particularly common concern'' (p. 3).
However, it is well known that the standard error of estimates of treatment effects is larger in experimental designs that randomize clusters than it is in designs that randomize units within clusters (Blitstein, Hannan, Murray, & Shadish, 2005; Bloom et al., 2007; Cornfield, 1978; Konstantopoulos, 2008a Konstantopoulos, , 2008b Raudenbush et al., 2007; Schochet, 2008) . Typically, only a relatively small number of clusters are recruited into an experiment, and the standard error in CR designs depends mainly on the number of clusters in the experiment, rather than the number of individuals. Hence, the researcher attempting to design an effective field trial faces a dilemma. She can randomize by cluster to avoid the potential for contamination, but she risks a less efficient design. She can randomize within cluster to maximize statistical efficiency, but she risks a contaminated estimate of the treatment effect.
Unfortunately, the existing literature provides little guidance regarding how to make this design choice. Much of the literature seems to imply that cluster randomization should be preferred whenever any amount of contamination is expected. Schochet (2008) argues that designs that randomize within cluster are appropriate when spillover effects are ''expected to be small'' but gives no guidance as to what might constitute a small spillover effect.
The current article assumes that the contamination process will tend to make treatment and control subjects look more similar, on average, than they really are. Thus, if the uncontaminated effect size is a positive number, the contaminated effect size will be a smaller positive number. It seems reasonable to assume that most contamination processes will be of this sort. However, there may be some sorts of contamination that will tend to spuriously increase the observed effect size. For instance, an intervention that has many different ingredients, all of which must be implemented properly to produce positive effects, may well result in negative effects if only a portion of the intervention is received, as would likely occur when the control group is contaminated by the treatment group. An example might be interventions designed to build leadership capacity in schools (Harris & Lambert, 2003) . The results given in this article will not apply if contamination is of this sort.
The existing literature on comparing CR and RB designs when there is contamination has occurred almost exclusively in the health sciences field (Borm, Melis, Teerenstra, & Peer, 2005; Slymen & Hovell, 1997; Torgerson, 2001 ). The statistical model underlying existing work assumes that there are a large number of clusters in the experiment (so, for instance, it can be assumed that the null distribution of a test statistic is approximately distributed as a standard normal). These articles also assume that treatment effects are homogeneous across clusters. Furthermore, existing work has used statistical power as the criterion for evaluating different designs. That is, existing work has assumed that an experimental design should be preferred if it achieves fixed Type I and Type II error rates with a smaller total sample size.
Rhoads
It is unsurprising that existing work has used statistical power as the criterion for comparing designs. Power analysis is assuredly the dominant paradigm for deciding the sample size required for a given research project. Most, if not all, major grant making institutions in education research require a power analysis to determine the appropriate sample size of the studies that they fund (Institute of Education Sciences, 2009; National Science Foundation, 2009; Scheier & Dewey, 2007) .
However, much recent work has recognized that researchers make a serious mistake when they summarize the results of their work solely in terms of the results of significance tests (Schmidt & Hunter, 1997; Ziliak & McCloskey, 2004) . This work notes that it is crucial to report estimates of the size of treatment effects in addition to information about the ''statistical significance'' of the effect, and some recent work has explored the idea of sample size planning to achieve accurate parameter estimates rather than to achieve a specified statistical power (Maxwell, Kelley, & Rausch, 2008) . Hence, this article compares the RB and CR designs both using statistical power as the criterion for deciding between the designs and using the quality of point estimates of the average treatment effect as the criterion.
The article proceeds as follows. In the section on Homogeneous Treatment Effects, the case where treatment effects are constant across clusters is considered. The CR and RB designs are first compared under the assumption that the design that achieves fixed Type I and Type II error rates with a smaller total sample size should be preferred. Existing results are extended to the situation where there is only a small number of clusters are in the experiment. Finally, the CR and RB designs are compared with regard to which design results in a better estimator of the treatment effect. As is customary, mean squared error (MSE) is used as the criterion for measuring the quality of the estimator, with the design that results in a smaller value of MSE being preferred.
The section on Heterogeneous Treatment Effects develops results for the case where treatment effects vary across clusters. Once again, the CR and RB designs are compared, first using statistical power as the criterion for choosing between the designs and then using MSE as the criterion. Interestingly, regardless of whether treatment effects vary across clusters, the situations where the RB design is preferred to the CR design are not, in general, the same using the power criterion as they are using the MSE criterion.
Homogeneous Treatment Effects
Previous Work Slymen and Hovell (1997) compare the CR design to a third design, rarely used in education research, where clusters are ignored in the randomization process, so that treatment is assigned at the individual level irrespective of clusters. They compare CR and individually randomized designs in terms of total sample Implications of ''Contamination'' size required to achieve fixed Type I and Type II error rates. Their calculations assume a large number of clusters in the experiment in that z rather than t quantiles are used in sample size computations. Torgerson (2001) presents similar calculations. Borm, Melis, Teerenstra, and Peer (2005;  hereafter BMTP) suggest an interesting compromise between CR and RB designs that they label ''pseudo cluster randomization.'' I do not consider the case of pseudo cluster randomization; however, I do adopt many of the concepts and much of the notation used by BMTP for the current discussion comparing CR and RB designs.
The Model
The statistical model underlying existing work comparing CR and RB designs with contamination is usually left unstated but implicitly this work has assumed that treatment effects are homogeneous across clusters. The implicit statistical model can be described as follows.
Assume that there are two treatments of interest and that 2m clusters, each of size n, are available for the experiment. Let Y E jk represent the outcome of the kth individual within the jth cluster who is assigned to the experimental condition and Y C jk represent the outcome of the kth individual within the jth cluster who is assigned to the control condition. Then, the model is
Many results will depend on the intracluster correlation coefficient (ICC), defined as r ¼ s
Although the notation used in Equations 1-5 is somewhat nonstandard, it has been adopted to have a unified notation for describing both the RB and the CR designs. When the RB design is considered, the model described by Equations 1-5 corresponds to the usual two-way unrestricted analysis of variance (ANOVA) mixed model, with treatment as a fixed factor, clusters as a random factor crossed with treatment, and where the treatment by cluster variance component is set to zero. When the CR design is considered, the model described by Equations 1-5 corresponds to an ANOVA model with treatment as a fixed factor and clusters as a random factor nested within treatment. These ANOVA models Rhoads are the usual models used to compute power for the respective designs under consideration (Raudenbush, 1997; Raudenbush & Liu, 2000) .
Formalizing Contamination
Let the two treatments under investigation be labeled E and C (for ''experimental'' and ''control''). Contamination is formalized as follows. Let m E and m C be population mean outcomes under treatments E and C in the absence of contamination and let d ¼ m E À m C . The '''' notation is used to denote averaging across a given subscript. Then, in the RB design, the expected outcome for those receiving treatment E is
So c E is the population-level average contamination of experimental group subjects by control group subjects, given that half of all subjects are assigned to the experimental condition in each cluster. Similarly, the expected outcome for those assigned to the control condition is
So c C is the population-level average contamination of control group subjects by experimental group subjects, given that half of all subjects are assigned to the experimental condition in each cluster. The results presented will depend only on the total contamination
Thus, the expected value of Y E À Y C with contamination is given by
As noted above, this article assumes that the contamination process will make subjects ''more similar'' in the sense that contamination will cause the value of d to decrease in absolute value without changing sign. This implies the following restrictions on the values of c C and c E :
This article will maintain the assumption that cluster randomization successfully ensures an uncontaminated estimate of the treatment effect. Thus, the expected value of the estimated average treatment effect under the CR design is
Implications of ''Contamination''
Comparing the Two Designs Using Statistical Power as a Criterion

Comparing the Designs for Large Experiments
The variance of the estimated average treatment effect under the model specified in Equations 1-5 is
for the CR design and
for the RB design.
As noted by BMTP, if the test statistic used to test the null hypothesis of no treatment effect is assumed to follow a normal distribution (e.g., if there are a large number of clusters in the experiment), then the number of clusters required to achieve fixed Type I and Type II error rates under a given design is proportional to t À2 , where
So, for instance, t
Thus, t À2 provides a simple criterion for evaluating different experimental designs with regard to the sample size required to achieve fixed Type I and Type II error rates, with smaller values of t À2 being preferred.
It follows that the ratio of the sample size required under a CR design to the sample size required under an RB design is given by
To choose between the CR and RB designs, it is necessary only to know whether the ratio given in Equation 12 is greater than 1 or less than 1. Therefore, it may be useful to think of the design problem facing the experimenter in terms of the maximum allowable contamination (MAC) for fixed values of n and r, where MAC is defined as the contamination value that satisfies
This results in the following definition of MAC (subscripted by p, to indicate that this is the maximum allowable contamination when the two designs are compared using power as the criterion, and by hom, to indicate that the homogeneous treatment effects assumption is maintained).
MAC p,hom is the maximum amount of contamination that can be tolerated before the CR design becomes preferable to the RB design. It is useful to explore the properties of MAC for extreme values of n and r. Hence,
Thus, for very large n and for very large r, contamination could remove almost all of the original treatment effect and yet the RB design would still have more power than the CR design to detect non-null treatment effects. Although Equation 14a would seem to imply that for very small r the CR design will always be preferred to the RB design, Figure 1 shows that the counteracting influence of Equation 14c implies that for many values of n that are of practical interest, the RB design will be preferred, even for very small values of r. Figure 1 graphs MAC p,hom against r for fixed values of n. The curves displayed in Figure 1 can be regarded as ''indifference curves.'' For values of (c T ,r) on the curve, the experimental planner would be indifferent between a CR design and an RB design. For values of (c T ,r) below the curve, she would prefer the RB design and for values above the curve, she would prefer the CR design.
To understand the practical implications of Figure 1 , it is necessary to have some sense of what values of r can be expected for educational experiments. Recent publications by Hedges and Hedberg (2007) , Bloom, Richburg-Hayes, and Black (2007) , and Schochet (2008) are instructive in this regard. Hedges and Hedberg (2007) presented a compendium of intraclass correlations computed from surveys of academic achievement in the United States where clusters are defined by schools. For statistical models that do not control for any individual or school-level covariates (unconditional models), they find values of r that are generally in the .15 < r < .25 range, with higher values associated with lower grade levels. For statistical models that condition on pretest scores and/or demographic variables, values of r are generally between .03 and .20. Bloom et al. (2007) present some values of r for standardized reading and math test score outcomes, computed from several large urban school districts in the United States. Estimates of school-level unconditional ICCs, computed within districts, range from .15 to .29. Schochet (2008) reports numerous preschool and elementary school-level ICC values, both unconditional and conditional. The range of ICCs reported is Implications of ''Contamination'' generally consistent with those reported by Hedges and Hedberg, although in one study of 4-year-olds, an unconditional ICC of .38 was obtained. Schochet also gives some limited information about classroom-level ICCs within schools, suggesting that a value of .15 is reasonable. In sum, it seems reasonable to assume that the range of intraclass correlation values of practical interest to education researchers is contained in the interval (0, .5).
In light of the above information about plausible values of r, Figure 1 shows that in many design situations of interest, the RB design remains preferable to the CR design even when the amount of contamination is quite large. For example, suppose that researchers will study reading outcomes of fourth grade students within each school in the experimental sample. Assume that the class size will be approximately n ¼ 25. Hedges and Hedberg (2007) report a school level intraclass correlation of .242 for fourth grade reading achievement. For these values for n and r, the RB design (which assigns students within schools to the intervention) would be preferable to the CR design (which assigns entire schools to the intervention) even when contamination causes a 60% deterioration in the observable treatment effect. FIGURE 1. Values of r and c T , which result in equivalent sample size requirements for the RB and CR designs for fixed Type I and Type II error rates. Homogeneous treatment effects, infinite degrees of freedom. CR ¼ cluster randomized; RB ¼ randomized block.
Rhoads Comparing the Designs in Small Experiments
In fact, the computations in the previous subsection understate the case in favor of the RB design. Cornfield (1978) noted that two penalties are paid when researchers randomize clusters rather than individuals. First, the variance of the estimated average treatment effect increases. Second, the degrees of freedom available to estimate that variance decrease. By assuming a large number of clusters in the experiment, BMTP are able to ignore the second penalty and focus only on the increase in variance. However, many educational experiments are run with only a few clusters participating. In these cases, it is necessary to take account of the different degrees of freedom available to estimate the variance of the estimated average treatment effect under the different designs.
Summary Quantities and Small Sample Test Statistics
To compare the small sample distributions of the test statistics used to test the null hypothesis of no treatment effect in the RB and CR designs, it is necessary to define some summary quantities. Define the following error ''sum of squares'' quantity relevant to the CR design:
The statistic
can be used to test the null hypothesis of no treatment effect in the CR design. This statistic has the t distribution with 2m À 2 degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis. Now, define the following error ''sum of squares'' quantities relevant to the RB design:
may be used to test the null hypothesis of no treatment effect in the RB design. It has a t distribution with 2mn À 2m À 1 degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis.
Because all experiments in fact involve a finite number of clusters, the analysis in the current section is technically more correct than the comparison of the CR and RB designs presented above, which assumes a null z distribution for the relevant test statistic. However, the presentation in terms of the z distribution did involve some considerable simplifications relative to the current presentation. In particular, to compare the sample size requirements of the RB and CR designs for experiments with a small number of clusters, it is necessary to specify the desired Type I error rate, the desired statistical power to detect a true uncontaminated treatment effect of a given size, and the minimum standardized treatment effect that the study should be able to detect with the specified power (MDES). When a z null distribution is assumed, the relative sample size of the two designs is invariant to these three parameters.
In experiments involving only a few moderately sized clusters having 2mn À 2m À 1 degrees of freedom instead of 2m À 2 degrees of freedom to estimate, the variance of the estimated average treatment effect can provide a substantial additional power advantage to the RB design. However, once m is above 10-15 or so, the advantage of having additional degrees of freedom is not large. In such cases, it is generally sufficient to act as though the true null distribution of the test statistics under consideration is standard normal. Define
so that T is the uncontaminated treatment effect standardized by the total standard deviation of an individual observation. Figure 2 reproduces the ''indifference curve'' presentation of Figure 1 , with indifference curves for the z distribution in solid lines and indifference curves for the t distribution in broken lines. A Type I error rate of .05 and a desired power of .80 are considered standard numbers to use for computing the necessary sample size in an educational intervention (Cohen, 1977) . The values of T were chosen to cover the range of standardized treatment effects generally considered practically meaningful in Rhoads education. For instance, Schochet (2008) has noted that the values of .2, .25, and .33 have often been chosen as desired minimum detectable effect sizes for educational evaluations. In fact, Schochet argues that effect sizes less than .20 may well have practically meaningful consequences. Bloom et al. (2007) make a similar claim, stating that ''program effect sizes for student achievement of as little as .10-.20 might be policy relevant.'' However, given the expense associated with conducting studies large enough to detect standardized effect sizes less than .20, it seems unlikely that the educational evaluation community will find it possible to consistently design studies capable of detecting standardized effect sizes of less than .20 with high power.
Looking at Figures 2 and 3 , it is clear that accounting for the exact small sample distribution of the test statistics will make the most difference when the value of T is relatively large, when the value of r is small, and when the within-cluster sample Implications of ''Contamination'' size, n, is relatively large. The reason is that under these conditions, .80 power can be achieved with a fairly small sample of clusters, which implies that there will be very few degrees of freedom available to estimate the variance of the estimated average treatment effect in the CR design. For instance, when n ¼ 500, r ¼ .003, and T ¼ .4, .80 power can be achieved in the CR design with only m ¼ 2 clusters assigned to each treatment group and so the test statistic used in the CR design would have only two degrees of freedom. With the parameter values n ¼ 500, r ¼ .003, and T ¼ .4, the large sample presentation given in Figure 3 would imply an MAC p,hom value of .368. However, correctly accounting for the small sample distributions of the test statistics implies that contamination as high as .687 can be tolerated before the CR design is preferred to the RB design.
In contrast, consider the situation where n ¼ 100, r ¼ .1, and T ¼ .2. In this case, m ¼ 44 clusters are required to achieve .8 power in the CR design. The large It may seem unnecessary to some to bother with the analysis in this section, given that ICC values in educational experiments are generally expected to be in the .15 < r < .25 range and that it is usually desirable to detect small effect sizes. However, considerably smaller ICCs and somewhat larger minimum detectable effects will be obtained if the analysis conditions on covariates to remove residual variance. Hedges and Hedberg (2007) found conditional ICCs as low as .03 in surveys measuring academic achievement. In one sample of schools from Louisville, Kentucky, Gargani and Cook (2005) found that an unconditional ICC of .11 could be converted to a conditional ICC of .0175 if prior year pretest scores were included in the model as a covariate. Additionally, between community ICCs in the .001 to .01 range, in conjunction with cluster sizes of n ¼ 500 or above are commonly observed in community intervention trials conducted in the epidemiology field (see, for instance, Hannan, Murray, Jacobs, & McGovern, 1994) .
Comparing the Two Designs Using Accuracy of Estimation as a Criterion
Although most studies are planned to achieve fixed Type I and Type II error rates, it is also important that studies be designed to achieve good estimates of the size of the treatment effect. The standard criterion that is used to measure the quality of estimators is the MSE. The MSE of an estimator,ŷ, of a population parameter, y, is defined as
The bias of an estimator is defined as the difference between the expected value of the estimator and the parameter that it is meant to estimate, thus, BiasðŷÞ ¼Eðŷ À yÞ:
Before determining the MSE of the estimators that result from the CR and RB designs, it is necessary to determine which is the main quantity of interest, the unstandardized average treatment effect, d, or the standardized average treatment effect, T . The reasons to focus interest on either d or T have been discussed at length in the literature and are not repeated here. The interested reader may see Baguley (2009) . If the factor used to standardize the treatment effect,
; is known, then the decision between d and T as the primary quantity of interest is immaterial for the current purposes. In that case, the MSE of an estimator of T may be found by simply dividing the MSE of the corresponding estimator of d by s T . If s T is not known, then MSE calculations to evaluate estimators of T are considerably more complicated. For simplicity, the current article focuses attention on the MSE of the usual estimator of T when s T is known.
Implications of ''Contamination''
As noted above, the results presented may also be regarded as applying to the MSE of estimators of d, where MSE is reported in the units of the total standard deviation. Even when primary interest is in T with s T unknown, the results presented here may be regarded as approximately correct, because the additional factors appearing in the MSE computations are quite similar for estimators resulting from the RB design and estimators resulting from the CR design.
Computing MSE and Comparing the Two Designs With Respect to MSE
Assume that the population average (standardized) treatment effect will be estimated by the quantity
Then, it follows immediately from the results given in Equations 7, 9, 10, and 11 that
A researcher choosing between the RB and CR designs will be concerned with situations where the relation MSE RB,hom < MSE CR,hom holds. Thus, as was the case when comparing the CR and RB designs with respect to power, we are led to define the maximum allowable contamination by equating Equations 18 and 19 and solving for c T . We obtain
We subscript MAC in this case by MSE, to indicate that the designs are being compared with respect to their MSE, and by hom, to indicate that the homogeneous treatment effects assumption is maintained. Examining Equation 13, we see that MAC p,hom does not depend on the number of clusters in the experiment, 2m, but does depend on n, the size of the clusters. However, MAC MSE,hom does not depend on n but does depend on m. Equation 20 makes clear that, from an estimation standpoint, when either m or T is very large the CR design will almost always be preferred. Unlike Equation 13, it is possible for Equation 20 to be greater than 1, the logical upper bound for c T . In this case, regardless of the amount of contamination, the RB design will be preferred from the standpoint of MSE. If clusters are represented by schools and we assume that most experiments in the education field will involve somewhere between 10 and 100 schools, an Implications of ''Contamination'' examination of Table 1 reveals that, when the true effect size is small ( T ¼ .2) and values of the ICC are in the .1-.3 range commonly reported for academic achievement outcomes, MAC MSE,hom will range from about 0.30 to 1.00. That is, contamination can cause a deterioration of anywhere from 30% to 100% of the observable treatment effect and the RB design will still have smaller MSE than the CR design. Suppose instead that the effect size is T ¼ .5 (which would be considered large for experiments studying academic outcomes), that one hundred schools participate in the study (m ¼ 50), and that the ICC is a relatively small .1. This configuration of parameters is relatively unfavorable for the RB design, yet even in this case, contamination of as much as 13% can be tolerated before the CR design is preferred to the RB design. Table 1 makes clear that the situations where a particular design may be preferred from the standpoint of power are not necessarily the same as the situations where that design would be preferred from an estimation perspective. For instance, suppose that a researcher has at her disposal 2m ¼ 60 schools and she will sample n ¼ 5 students within each school to study. She expects a relatively small ICC of r ¼ .05 (perhaps because she will condition on covariates), a somewhat small effect size of T ¼ .2 and she suspects that contamination may be as high as 20%. Under this scenario, MAC MSE,hom ¼ .29 and MAC p,hom ¼ .11. Thus, if primary interest is in power to reject the null hypothesis of no treatment effect, the CR design should be chosen; however, if primary interest is in obtaining a good estimate of the size of the treatment effect, then the RB design should be chosen.
Rhoads
Heterogeneous Treatment Effects
The assumption that treatment effects are constant across clusters appears to be standard in the health sciences literature; however, it is not recommended in educational experiments where it is possible, if not likely, that the effect of treatment may vary across different educational settings. Thus, I now consider the problem of choosing between CR and RB designs under a model that allows the effect of treatment to vary across clusters. To specify this model, we decompose the between-cluster variance component from the homogeneous treatment effects model, s 2 B ; into two parts, s 2 Bl and s 2 TC ; so that
The s 2 Bl component of variance represents the portion of the total between-cluster variance that is ''removed'' from the variance of the estimated treatment effect in a blocked design. The s 2 TC component of variance is the portion of the total between-cluster variance which cannot be removed by blocking and can be interpreted as one half of the total variance in cluster-specific treatment effects. With these parameter definitions, the model for the data when treatment effects vary across clusters can be written as:
Notice that the model given by Equations 22-26 is basically the homogeneous treatment effects model given in Equations 1-5 with s Bl when treatment effects do not vary across clusters, the two models agree in the homogeneous treatment effects case. As noted above for the homogeneous treatment effects case, when the RB design is considered, the model described by Equations 22-26 corresponds to the usual unrestricted two-way ANOVA mixed model, with treatment as a fixed factor and clusters as a random factor crossed with treatment. When the CR design is considered, the model described by Equations 22-26 corresponds to an ANOVA model with treatment as a fixed factor and clusters as a random factor nested within treatment. These ANOVA models are the usual models used to compute power for the respective designs under consideration (see, for instance, Raudenbush, 1997; Raudenbush & Liu, 2000) . Of course, because all subjects in a given cluster receive the same treatment, it is impossible to obtain separate estimates of s ; which represents the proportion of between-cluster variation that cannot be removed by blocking. By definition, 0 ! 1. However, it is very difficult to obtain empirical estimates of where in the [0,1] interval the ! parameter is likely to be located. This is because necessarily the variance of treatment effects across clusters will depend on the particular intervention being studied, which has generally not been well studied prior to the planned experiment (hence, the rationale for the planned experiment).
However, there are some limited suggestions in the literature about reasonable values of this parameter. Schochet (2008) defines r y ¼ !r and reports values of r y between .04 and .08 for an evaluation of the 21st Century Community Implications of ''Contamination'' Learning Centers program, where clusters are schools and outcomes are reading and math test scores. Estimates for the school-level ICC from this study were between .09 and .24, thus the r y estimates given imply values of ! between .16 and .89, depending on the grade level.
Comparing the Two Designs for Large Experiments
Expected value calculations are unchanged when the heterogeneous treatment effects model is maintained and the variance of the estimated treatment difference under the CR design remains
However, the variance of the estimated treatment difference under the RB design is
Thus, the ratio of the sample size required under a CR design to the sample size required under an RB design is given by
It is again instructive to define the maximum allowable contamination MAC by setting the right-hand side of Equation 29 equal to 1 and solving for c T to give
It is useful to examine some of the properties of the function given by Equation 30. First, clearly MAC p,het is a decreasing function of ! for fixed values of n and r. Looking at the limit of MAC p,het (n,r,!) as different parameters approach their extremes for fixed values of the other parameters reveals:
Given the results presented in Equations 32 and 33, it is of interest to know how the quantity 1 À ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi !=2 p varies with !. Some evaluations at representative values of ! are .646 at ! ¼ .25, .592 at ! ¼ .5, .388 at ! ¼ .75, and .293 at ! ¼ 1. Comparing Equations 32 and 33 with the analogous equations for the homogeneous treatment effects case demonstrates that as n or r get large the RB design is no longer necessarily preferred. However, because it seems reasonable to assume that contamination will rarely exceed .29, and 1 À ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi !=2 p will never be less than .29 when n or r is very large, the general rule that large values of n and r tend to favor the RB design still holds.
Figures 4-7 graph MAC p,het for increasingly larger values of n. In my discussion, I assume that education researchers will typically be interested in values of Implications of ''Contamination'' MAC p,het when r is approximately .2. Assuming this value for the ICC, Figure 4 shows that when n ¼ 5, a 10% contamination of the treatment effect can be tolerated before the CR design is preferred, even when the treatment effect heterogeneity is at its maximum possible value. If more modest levels of heterogeneity are assumed, contamination as high as 25% can be tolerated. Figures 5-7 show how much more contamination can be tolerated when the size of the clusters randomized increases. At an ICC of .2, Figure 5 shows that when n ¼ 25, at least a 25% contamination of the treatment effect can be tolerated, and if treatment heterogeneity is modest, contamination of 50% or more can be tolerated. Recall that when ! ¼ 1, the maximum amount of contamination that can be tolerated under any configuration of the other design parameters of interest is 29.3%. From Figure 5 , we see that when n ¼ 25, we are already quite close to this value for an ICC of .2. Hence, further increases in the within-cluster sample size n will not change MAC p,het very much. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate this point visually. However, when ! is at a less extreme value, increases in n may still have an FIGURE 5. Values of r and c T , which result in equivalent sample size requirements for the RB and CR designs for fixed Type I and Type II error rates. Heterogeneous treatment effects, moderate n. CR ¼ cluster randomized; RB ¼ randomized block.
Rhoads appreciable impact on the maximum allowable contamination. When the ICC is .2 and ! ¼ .25, MAC changes from about 50% at n ¼ 25 to over 60% at n ¼ 500.
When there is more variation in treatment effects across clusters, less contamination can be tolerated before the CR design is preferred to the RB design. However, even when there is substantial heterogeneity of treatment effects, it is still striking just how much contamination can be tolerated before the CR design is preferable to the RB design. For instance, across all values of n and ! displayed in Figures 4-7 , when r ¼ .2 contamination of anywhere between .1 and .65 can be tolerated. If n is at least 25, contamination of at least 20% can be tolerated even when ! is at its maximum value.
Comparing the Two Designs in Small Experiments
Unlike the homogeneous treatment effects model, the degrees of freedom available to estimate the variances in Equations 27 and 28 are quite similar for FIGURE 6. Values of r and c T , which result in equivalent sample size requirements for the RB and CR designs for fixed Type I and Type II error rates. Heterogeneous treatment effects, large n. CR ¼ cluster randomized; RB ¼ randomized block.
Implications of ''Contamination'' the heterogeneous treatment effects model. They remain 2m À 2 under the CR design but are reduced from 2mn À 2m À 1 to 2m À 1 under the RB design. Given the small difference in degrees of freedom, MAC p,het values computed from Equation 30 should be very accurate approximations to the true, small sample amount of tolerable contamination. Thus, I do not present exact comparisons of sample size requirements based on the t distribution for this model.
Comparing the Two Designs Using Accuracy of Estimation as a Criterion
As was the case for the homogeneous treatment effects model, again assume that the population average (standardized) treatment effect will be estimated by the quantity
It follows immediately from Equations 7, 9, 27, and 28 that ; so that MAC MSE,het differs from MAC MSE,hom by at most a multiplicative factor of 1= ffiffi ffi 2 p , or about .71. MAC MSE,het depends on the number of clusters in the experiment, 2m, but not on the cluster size, n. For the purposes of discussion, I focus attention on cases where r ¼ .1 or .2, where T ¼ .2 or .5, and where the number of clusters in the experiment is fairly large (m ¼ 40 or 50). In these situations, when the effect size is small ( T ¼ .2), a substantial amount of contamination (anywhere from 22% to 47%) can be tolerated before the CR design is preferred to the RB design. When the effect size is larger ( T ¼ .5), less contamination can be tolerated. However, even in this case, at least 10% contamination can generally be tolerated, even when treatment effects vary substantially across clusters.
It remains the case that the situations where a particular design would be preferred from the standpoint of MAC p,het are not the same as the situations where that design would be preferred from the standpoint of MAC MSE,het . For instance, suppose that a researcher has at her disposal 2m ¼ 60 schools and she will sample n ¼ 100 students within each school to study. She expects a moderate-to-small ICC value of r ¼ .1, a somewhat small effect size of T ¼ .2, fairly substantial variation in treatment effects across clusters (! ¼ .5), and she suspects that contamination could be quite large, as much as 35%, but no larger than 40%. Under this scenario, MAC p,het ¼ .44 and MAC MSE,het ¼ .35. Thus, if primary interest is in statistical power to reject a null hypothesis of no treatment effect, Implications of ''Contamination'' the RB design should be chosen. However, if primary interest is in good MSE properties for estimates of treatment effects, then a CR design should be chosen.
Conclusion
The threat of contamination or treatment spillage is often cited as a rationale for adopting a CR experimental design in field trials of educational interventions. However, the variance of estimates of the average impact of treatment is greatly increased in CR designs relative to designs that randomize individuals within clusters, and hence, in the absence of contamination, statistical power is much less in designs that randomize clusters as compared to designs that block on clusters. The current article has considered situations where the contamination process is expected to decrease the observable average treatment effect without causing the observable average treatment effect to change sign (i.e., contamination cannot change a positive treatment effect into a negative one). This assumption is not trivial. For instance, in a capacity building intervention, it may be that exposure to the ''full'' treatment produces positive effects, but exposure to only a portion of the treatment (as might happen with control subjects who have been contaminated by exposure to treatment subjects) produces negative effects. In this case, the contaminated treatment effect estimate will be larger than the uncontaminated estimate and the arguments presented in the current article would not hold.
However, many contamination processes can be expected to obey the assumption described above. When contamination does obey this assumption, when there are not too many clusters in the experiment (say less than 100) and when the standardized effect size is not too large (say less than .5), then the RB design will generally result in more precise estimates of the average impact of treatment and more powerful statistical tests of the null hypothesis of no treatment effect than the CR design, even with fairly large amounts of contamination. For values of the intraclass correlation coefficient generally considered to be of interest to education researchers, contamination can deteriorate the observable average treatment effect by between 10% and 60% before the CR design becomes preferable to the RB design.
